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How Tsunami Waves Are GeneratedHow Tsunami Waves Are Generated

Large magnitude subduction zone earthquakes 
experience as much as 200 meters (656 feet) of 
crustal offset in the sea floor.  Large scale 
subaqueous landslides can also create 
enormous wave energy.



Tsunamis travel at speeds between 425 and 500 miles 
per hour across open ocean, with wave lengths of 
about 200 kilometers!  Ships in the open ocean can 
not discern the waves as the pass by because of their 
extreme wavelength.





The transit speed of tsunamis is reduced in shallow 
water and the wave height increases rapidly.  The 
wave is an inexorable force, which can easily pass 
over breakwater structures or man-made harbor 
moles.



The largest tsunamis have historically emanated from the Pacific “Ring of 
Fire”, formed by thin oceanic plates being subducted beneath thicker 
continental crust. The Magnitude 9 Sumatra quake occurred along the 
boundary between the Eurasian and Australian Plates, an area known for 
high seismicity and vulcanism.



Before and after views 
of the coastal village of 
Queule, Chile, which 
was devastated by the 
tsunami that followed 
the Magnitude 9.5 
earthquake in May 
1960, the largest ever 
recorded.  
The residents who fled 
for the hills 
immediately after the 
quake survived, but 
those who remained 
were killed.   

1960 M 9.5 CHILE 1960 M 9.5 CHILE 
EARTHQUAKEEARTHQUAKE



Save your life, not Save your life, not 
your possessionsyour possessions
Scenes from May 1960 

tsunami waves in Maullín, Chile.  
Upper view shows withdrawal of 
the first wave, which destroyed 
the town’s pier.

The buildings in the 
foreground were destroyed 
during the much higher second 
wave.  Many people were killed 
who returned to their buildings 
to retrieve belongings. 

Most of the bodies were never 
recovered because they were 
washed out to sea.  



1944 image of the mouth of the 1944 image of the mouth of the RRííoo MaullMaullíínn along the along the 
coast of Chile.  The 1960 tsunami flowed 2 miles coast of Chile.  The 1960 tsunami flowed 2 miles 
inland from the beach line, reaching a height of 15 feet inland from the beach line, reaching a height of 15 feet 
above sea level.above sea level. Those who survived did so by Those who survived did so by 
climbing onto anything that was floating.climbing onto anything that was floating.



PostPost--quake view of the mouth of the quake view of the mouth of the RíoRío MaullínMaullín in Chile in 1960. in Chile in 1960. 
Occupants of this area survived by climbing up onto the roofs ofOccupants of this area survived by climbing up onto the roofs of
sturdy structures.sturdy structures.



Coastal areas struck repeatedly by tsunamis leave Coastal areas struck repeatedly by tsunamis leave 
telltale traces of past wave telltale traces of past wave runuprunup.  This image shows the .  This image shows the 
Chilean coastline near Chilean coastline near QuenuirQuenuir, which provides ample , which provides ample 
evidence of past tsunamisevidence of past tsunamis





The deadliest tsunami in American history was 
triggered by the M 8.6 Unimak earthquake in the 
Aleutian Islands on April 1, 1946.  Five hours later it s 
waves struck the coastal city of Hilo, Hawaii, rising as 
much as 35 m above sea level.  159 people were killed.   



April 1, 1946 April 1, 1946 
tsunami in tsunami in 

Hilo, HawaiiHilo, Hawaii

159 people were 
killed



May 1960 tsunami in Hilo

Hilo, Hawaii has been hit by tsunamis 
more than any other location in the 
United States because of it’s trumpet-
shaped bay, which serves to concentrate 
and magnify the heights of incoming 
wave trains.



Tsunamis arrive as a series of waves, separated by a few minutes
to a few hours.  The waves can last for up to three days. The third 
wave was the most deadly, reaching a height of 14 m above mean 
sea level.



Tsunami awareness is very high in Hilo 
because 159 people were killed in 1946 and 
another 61 in 1960.   Warnings were issued in 
1960, but people returned to the downtown 
area after the first two waves. 



Maximum wave runMaximum wave run--up is controlled by azimuth of the up is controlled by azimuth of the 
oncoming wave train and the shape of the coastline.  oncoming wave train and the shape of the coastline.  
Trumpet shaped with converging shorelines are the Trumpet shaped with converging shorelines are the 
worst condition.  Breakwaters do not mitigate runworst condition.  Breakwaters do not mitigate run--up.  up.  



Maximum tsunami wave Maximum tsunami wave runupsrunups recorded in recorded in 
Hawaiian Islands between 1900Hawaiian Islands between 1900--1993. 1993. 



There is a substantive historic record of There is a substantive historic record of 
devastating tsunamis in Japan, dating back a devastating tsunamis in Japan, dating back a 
thousand yearsthousand years



May 1960 tsunami in May 1960 tsunami in OnagawaOnagawa, Japan, Japan

The Chilean tsunami waves began hitting Japan around 4:40 AM 
on May 23rd, about 22 hours after the massive earthquake.  
Despite an efficient warning network, it killed 122 people in Japan



Sequence of images taken in Onagawa, Japan during the May 1960 
tsunami.  No one was lost in Onagawa, even though the highest 
wave was 14 feet.



Erecting Protective WallsErecting Protective Walls

The Japanese employ protective 
seawalls at many of their most 
vulnerable coastal communities. 
These views show a 1993 tsunami 
that splashed over a protective wall 
and wrecked havoc on the 
“protected” community.  Note dead 
fish in street at lower left. 



Before and after views of Before and after views of 
Valdez Harbor, M 8.4 Alaska Valdez Harbor, M 8.4 Alaska 
earthquake March 23, 1964earthquake March 23, 1964



Images showing damage to coastal wharves and fishing fleet Images showing damage to coastal wharves and fishing fleet –– 1964 1964 
Alaska earthquakeAlaska earthquake



PACIFIC Tsunami Warning NetworkPACIFIC Tsunami Warning Network
NOAA’s monitors are 
tethered to pressure 
sensors resting on the 
ocean floor.  They can 
detect subtle changes in 
wave height using 
pressure sensors, 
transmitting this data to 
satellite.  Ships on the 
open ocean cannot detect 
traveling tsunami waves 
because of their great 
wavelength (usually 
greater than 200 km).



Warnings Must be HeededWarnings Must be Heeded

One of the problems with warnings is providing the One of the problems with warnings is providing the 
requisite education about what to do when warned.  requisite education about what to do when warned.  
This shows spectators gathering along the Ali This shows spectators gathering along the Ali WaiWai
Canal on Oahu to witness the May 1960 tsunami  Canal on Oahu to witness the May 1960 tsunami  



Retreating shorelines are a common 
precursor of devastating tsunamis.  
These views are from the New 
Guinea coast in 1995 

Despite all manner of warnings, 
young men invariably believe they 
can out-run the waves when they 
come in, like some sort of sporting 
event 





Sand deposited by major tsunamis emanating 
from coastal Chile in May 1960 (upper photo) 
and off the coast of what is now Oregon and 
Washington in 1700 (lower photo).





Local tsunamisLocal tsunamis are often be associated with are often be associated with 
tsunami generation by tsunami generation by submarinesubmarine or or subaerialsubaerial
landslideslandslides or or volcanic explosionsvolcanic explosions. . 



Map showing outline of the rockslide at mouth of 
the Lituya Glacier that generated destructive waves 
in Lituya Bay in 1958 

The worst landslideThe worst landslide--generated tsunami wave in modern time  generated tsunami wave in modern time  
occurred on July 9, 1958 at occurred on July 9, 1958 at LituyaLituya Bay, Alaska, where wave runBay, Alaska, where wave run--
up from a up from a subaqueoussubaqueous landslidelandslide exceeded 485 metersexceeded 485 meters, seen on , seen on 
slope in photo at lower left.slope in photo at lower left.



SubaqueousSubaqueous slump slump 
blocks seen off blocks seen off 

Indonesian coast Indonesian coast 
near near LewobeleLewobele and and 

LeworahangLeworahang on on 
Dec 12, 1992.Dec 12, 1992.



ASYMMETRIC WAVE RUNUPASYMMETRIC WAVE RUNUP
A common occurrence with 

tsunamis is asymmetric 
wave run-up, as shown in the 
plot.

An earthquake in eastern 
Java on June 3, 1994 caused 
a wave 14 meters high to 
obliterate the village of 
Rajekwesi, killing 33 people.  
None of the other towns 
recorded run-ups much over 
5.5 meters.

This problem has to do with 
constructive interference of 
converging wavetrains



Convergent interferenceConvergent interference of reflected waves of reflected waves 
around a perfectly circular island in wave tank around a perfectly circular island in wave tank 
at ERDCat ERDC--Vicksburg.  This is what causes some Vicksburg.  This is what causes some 
locations to be hit with solocations to be hit with so--called “called “killer waveskiller waves”.”.



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS
Tsunamis are much more frequent than most Tsunamis are much more frequent than most 
people realizepeople realize
Can be caused by earthquakes, volcanic Can be caused by earthquakes, volcanic 
eruptions, eruptions, subaqueoussubaqueous landslides and landslides and 
subaerialsubaerial landslideslandslides
Coastal bathymetry, shape of coastline, Coastal bathymetry, shape of coastline, 
onshore topography, and aspect to advancing onshore topography, and aspect to advancing 
wave fronts impact severity of tsunami wave fronts impact severity of tsunami runuprunup..
People living in low lying coastal plains are People living in low lying coastal plains are 
most at risk; must have awareness training most at risk; must have awareness training 
and evacuation plan in place to survive a and evacuation plan in place to survive a 
tsunami   tsunami   


